The National Convention.

If all the grown and gentle people of the country could be gathered here, the American trade unions would be bunched together and put upon their mettle, and the whole system of free competition and free trade would be shown to be nothing but a sham and a delusion. It is an important year for the trade union movement, and the time is ripe for a national convention of some kind. The National Convention of the American Federation of Labor, which was held in Chicago last week, was a great step forward in the organization of the working class.

A contributor to the Workers' Party, who has been active in the work, has said: "The American trade union movement has been growing steadily in the last few years, and we believe that the time is ripe for a national convention of some kind. The National Convention of the American Federation of Labor, which was held in Chicago last week, was a great step forward in the organization of the working class." The contributor went on to say that the time is ripe for a national convention of some kind.

There is a movement afoot for the introduction of the American Federation of Labor into the United States. The movement has been gaining strength, and it is hoped that it will be successful. The time is ripe for a national convention of some kind.

When a social system outlives its usefulness, the people it is trying to serve are not the only ones it must be considered. The system must be in the interest of the people, not the interest of the people. The system must be in the interest of the people, not the interest of the people. The system must be in the interest of the people, not the interest of the people. The system must be in the interest of the people, not the interest of the people.

The belief is a more powerful force than the law, said the Vangard of Arts. The belief is a more powerful force than the law, said the Vangard of Arts. The belief is a more powerful force than the law, said the Vangard of Arts. The belief is a more powerful force than the law, said the Vangard of Arts. The belief is a more powerful force than the law, said the Vangard of Arts.

Ten weeks, on page.

Deds Gives His Views of the Coming Campaign.

Eugene V. Debs, candidate for the presidency of the United States, has been in the political campaign for a number of years. He has been active in the political campaign for a number of years. He has been active in the political campaign for a number of years. He has been active in the political campaign for a number of years. He has been active in the political campaign for a number of years.

"The old-fashioned man generally has a higher moral sense than the self-made man. It is a bad thing for a man to be a self-made man. It is a bad thing for a man to be a self-made man. It is a bad thing for a man to be a self-made man. It is a bad thing for a man to be a self-made man. It is a bad thing for a man to be a self-made man.

The socialists may say you are not 'right.' If you don't wish to be 'right,' you may not be right. The socialists may say you are not 'right.' If you don't wish to be 'right,' you may not be right. The socialists may say you are not 'right.' If you don't wish to be 'right,' you may not be right. The socialists may say you are not 'right.' If you don't wish to be 'right,' you may not be right. The socialists may say you are not 'right.' If you don't wish to be 'right,' you may not be right.

Deds and Nanford, the Socialist-Democratic Candidates.

THEIR BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.

Eugene Victor Debs was born in Terre Haute, Ind., in 1855, and at the age of 13 began work as a youth—who would not?—on a sugar-beet farm. At 16 he was apprenticed to a lawyer, and at 21 he was married. His political career began in 1877, when he joined the Workingmen's party, and in 1889 he was elected to the House of Representatives. He served two terms, and in 1898 he was elected to the Senate. In 1900 he was the Democratic nominee for the presidency, and in 1904 he was re-nominated.

Ben Harris, the Socialist-Democrat, was born in New York, N. Y., in 1859. He was educated in the public schools of New York City, and at 17 he began work as a printer. He served in the Union Army during the Civil War, and after the war he returned to New York City. He was elected to the House of Representatives in 1894, and in 1898 he was elected to the Senate. He served two terms, and in 1900 he was the Socialist-Democratic nominee for the presidency. He was re-nominated in 1904.

The nomination of Debs and Harris is expected to be a turning point in the political campaign. They are both men of great ability, and they are likely to be strong candidates. The nomination of Debs and Harris is expected to be a turning point in the political campaign. They are both men of great ability, and they are likely to be strong candidates. The nomination of Debs and Harris is expected to be a turning point in the political campaign. They are both men of great ability, and they are likely to be strong candidates. The nomination of Debs and Harris is expected to be a turning point in the political campaign. They are both men of great ability, and they are likely to be strong candidates.
THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST PLANTATION OF 1904.

The Blvdcestor at Chicago, May 9, 1904.

I.

The present state of American politics is a by-product of the depression of 1901 and the great speculative enthusiasm which followed it. The depression left its mark on the financial system and the public mind, and the speculative enthusiasm left its mark on the public opinion. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

II.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

III.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

IV.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

V.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

VI.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

VII.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

VIII.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

IX.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.

X.

The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly. The depression was a great national calamity, and the speculative enthusiasm was a great national folly.
Gleanings from Busy Socialist Fields!

NOTE: In some states the organization is known as the Socialist Party, in others as the Social Democratic Party. Where the term "Socialist" is used it does not refer to trade union leaders, but to the local body of the Socialist movement.

BISHOP TAYLOR LACEY is the present head of the International Social Democratic Federation at Vienna. He has just returned to Vienna after a tour of travel in the United States. Mr. Taylor Lacey is the immediate past president of the Social Democratic Party of Great Britain.

The Socialist Party of the United States is currently organizing a national convention in Chicago. The convention is scheduled for June 1st and will be attended by delegates from all parts of the country.

The Socialist Party of Canada is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Toronto later this year.

The Socialist Party of Australia is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of New Zealand is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Wellington later this year.

The Socialist Party of South Africa is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Mexico is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Mexico City later this year.

The Socialist Party of Brazil is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Argentina is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Buenos Aires later this year.

The Socialist Party of Chile is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Peru is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Lima later this year.

The Socialist Party of Colombia is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Venezuela is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Caracas later this year.

The Socialist Party of Ecuador is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Uruguay is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Montevideo later this year.

The Socialist Party of Paraguay is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Bolivia is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Sucre later this year.

The Socialist Party of Brazil is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Argentina is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Buenos Aires later this year.

The Socialist Party of Chile is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Peru is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Lima later this year.

The Socialist Party of Colombia is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Venezuela is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Caracas later this year.

The Socialist Party of Ecuador is planning a national convention for early next year.

The Socialist Party of Uruguay is also organizing a national convention, which will be held in Montevideo later this year.

The Socialist Party of Paraguay is planning a national convention for early next year.
"Back Among the Old Folks!"

Vice Pres. Gompers and John Mitchell of the Civic Federation Return to the Scenes of their Capitolit Careers, after their Unsuccessful Fight for Labor Laws at the Capitalit Congress at Washington.

But the Working Class is Getting Tired of Bad Leadership and Instead of Begging Laws from Capitalist Congressmen will Soon Send their Own Class to Congress.

Why the Labor Bills were Defeated.

Another object lesson has been given the employers and society at large by the defeat of the Eight-Hour Bill in the last Congress. It was clearly and purely a class legislation. The capitalists were unitedly represented and had its effect more than fifty per cent. in defeating the working class. We were not surprised at the fate of the Eight-Hour Bill; in fact, we expected it. The friends of workmen in the working class were few, while its opponents were legion. All other cases of trying to get legislation without representation, the poorer the working class the more it has been represented.

Mitchell at State Rights.

The following is a communication received from John Mitchell and other officers of the Civic Federation in reply to a communication which was printed recently from the State of Colorado. We have taken the liberty to publish this appeal to the working man in our paper and acknowledge the receipt of the communication.

What causes people to live isolated when the earth is so comfortably furnished with good air? The capitalist system. It is a system that makes it possible for such a system to exist. With the rising of the capitalist system, the so-called "labor problems" have assumed a somewhat new form. The law of demand and supply has fallen into the hands of the capitalist, and the working man is left to struggle without hope of redress. The working man is told that he must accept the conditions of his work, and that he has no right to expect any improvement in his working conditions. The working man is told that he must accept the conditions of his work, and that he has no right to expect any improvement in his working conditions.

What causes a majority of the people to resist the laws? The capitalist system. Wage laborers should not be isolated goods. Isolated goods are good enough for the working people. The only difference between them and isolated goods is that the former are made up of isolated goods. It is a fact that a billion dollars worth of isolated goods are sold in this country every year,

And what causes the habitual wrangling of the political parties? The capitalist system. When the rich man is accused of being a polluter, he immediately starts to wrangle. He wants to show the working man that he is a friend of the working man. He wants to show the working man that he is a friend of the working man.

What keeps the people away from the registering rolls of the vote? It is not the elections of the "old" system. The old labor system was not the only one. The new labor system is just as bad. The old labor system was a system that was built on the basis of voluntary association. The new labor system is a system that is built on the basis of compulsory association. The new labor system is a system that is built on the basis of compulsory association.

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE DELEGATES.

To the NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY, at the call of the Wisconsin Socialist State Convention, held at Milwaukee, Wis., May 28, 29, 30, 1915, we, the undersigned, do hereby appoint the following list of delegates to represent Wisconsin in attendance at the said Convention:...